
From: Oregon Department of Consumer and Business Services
To: WALLACE Micheil G * DCBS; FLOWERS Chiqui L * DCBS; CRONEN Elizabeth M * DCBS; MORTER Michael H * DCBS; PETERSON

Mark * DCBS; joel.c.metlen@state.or.us; THIAS Stacey * DCBS; VANGRUNSVEN Angela M * DCBS; ISENHART Ellie M * DCBS;
dcbs.admin@govdelivery.com; COVEN Amy N * DCBS; Ashley.J.Russell@oregon.gov

Subject: Courtesy Copy: DFR confirms plan discontinuance SEP for on and off Marketplace plans
Date: Wednesday, January 3, 2018 4:27:48 PM

This is a courtesy copy of an email bulletin sent by Micheil Wallace.

This bulletin was sent to the following groups of people:

Subscribers of Oregon Health Insurance Marketplace Agents (2047 recipients)

Oregon Health Insurance
Marketplace

DFR confirms plan discontinuance SEP
for on and off Marketplace plans
The Oregon Division of Financial Regulation recently published the following Bulletin:

2017-07: Special enrollment period for individuals losing minimum essential coverage
due to plan discontinuation

Purpose:
This bulletin clarifies the Division's expectations for the special enrollment of individuals who
have experienced a loss of minimum essential coverage because their 2017 individual health
benefit plan was discontinued.

Background:
The Oregon Health Insurance Marketplace has been working with the Centers for Medicare
and Medicaid Services (CMS) to determine the appropriate course of action for individuals
who were enrolled in individual health benefit plans that were discontinued on December 31,
2017. CMS has indicated that these individuals may qualify for a special enrollment period
through HealthCare.gov.

The Division issues this bulletin to ensure fairness and equal treatment for all Oregonians
enrolled in individual health benefit plans, both on and off the Marketplace.

Oregon Division of Financial Regulation Bulletin DFR 2017-07

To read this and other bulletins, and to get more information, please visit the Division of
Financial Regulation's Bulletins page at: http://dfr.oregon.gov/laws-rules/Pages/bulletins.aspx
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From: Oregon Department of Consumer and Business Services
To: WALLACE Micheil G * DCBS; FLOWERS Chiqui L * DCBS; CRONEN Elizabeth M * DCBS; MORTER Michael H * DCBS; PETERSON

Mark * DCBS; joel.c.metlen@state.or.us; THIAS Stacey * DCBS; ISENHART Ellie M * DCBS; dcbs.admin@govdelivery.com; COVEN
Amy N * DCBS; Ashley.J.Russell@oregon.gov; VANGRUNSVEN Angela M * DCBS

Subject: Courtesy Copy: Important Update: Plan-discontinuation SEPs
Date: Thursday, December 21, 2017 3:36:48 PM

This is a courtesy copy of an email bulletin sent by Micheil Wallace.

This bulletin was sent to the following groups of people:

Subscribers of Oregon Health Insurance Marketplace Agents (2046 recipients)

Oregon Health Insurance
Marketplace

Plan-discontinuation SEPs: Who may
qualify and how to assist consumers
As you know, open enrollment ended on Dec. 15, but some 2017 HealthCare.gov customers
may still be able to choose a new plan for 2018. This is due to special enrollment period rules
which allow a special enrollment period for people on discontinuing 2017 plans.

Background: People whose 2017 plans are not available again through HealthCare.gov –
either because the carrier left the service area, stopped participating at HealthCare.gov, or
made technical changes to the plan – should, per guidance from the Centers for Medicare
and Medicaid Services, qualify for a special enrollment period.

Consumers in this situation who did not actively shop and enroll in health insurance at
HealthCare.gov before Dec. 15 probably were automatically enrolled in a 2018 plan that has
technical or significant differences from the one they had in 2017, and may have a higher
premium. If they are happy with the 2018 plan and premium, they can do nothing. But if they
do not like it, they have through March 1 to compare plans and choose a different one.

Who qualifies: We have created a table to show which plan IDs are not continuing, and will
trigger this type of SEP. This table can be found here.

Using the SEP: This scenario should qualify as a "loss of coverage" SEP. Guide your clients
through the SEP process as you normally would, noting Dec. 31, 2017, as the date of the loss
of coverage for people on discontinuing plans.

How Oregon is communicating about this SEP: The Oregon Health Insurance
Marketplace will email HealthCare.gov consumers* in the discontinuing plans and tell them
about the SEP opportunity. The message instructs them to contact their insurance agent or
community partner for help with the SEP, or to call the Oregon Health Insurance Marketplace
to find an agent or partner to help them.

*The Marketplace will email only those in this situation who have opted in to receiving emails.

Oregon Health Insurance Marketplace

From: Oregon Department of Consumer and Business Services
To: FLOWERS Chiqui L * DCBS; CRONEN Elizabeth M * DCBS; MORTER Michael H * DCBS; PETERSON Mark * DCBS;

joel.c.metlen@state.or.us; THIAS Stacey * DCBS; ISENHART Ellie M * DCBS; WALLACE Micheil G * DCBS;
dcbs.admin@govdelivery.com; COVEN Amy N * DCBS; Ashley.J.Russell@oregon.gov; VANGRUNSVEN Angela M * DCBS

Subject: Courtesy Copy: Announcement: DCBS leadership change
Date: Thursday, December 14, 2017 11:32:02 AM

This is a courtesy copy of an email bulletin sent by Micheil Wallace.

This bulletin was sent to the following groups of people:

Subscribers of Oregon Health Insurance Marketplace Agents (2044 recipients)

Oregon Health Insurance
Marketplace

Governor Brown announces leadership
change at DCBS
Salem — Oregon Gov. Kate Brown has appointed Cameron Smith as the director of the
Department of Consumer and Business Services (DCBS), Oregon’s largest business
regulatory and consumer protection agency. Pending Senate confirmation, Smith replaces
Patrick Allen, who left DCBS in August to be the director of the Oregon Health Authority.

Smith comes to DCBS from the Oregon Department of Veterans’ Affairs (ODVA), where he
took the helm as director in 2013. From 2009 to 2013, Smith served as senior policy advisor
to Governors John Kitzhaber and Ted Kulongoski, managing a portfolio that covered both
veterans’ affairs and public safety issues. Before state government, Smith served five years in
the United States Marine Corps as a captain, completing three tours of duty in Iraq. He is a
graduate of Carleton College in Minnesota.

Smith’s first day as DCBS director is Dec. 21.
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From: Oregon Department of Consumer and Business Services
To: PETERSON Mark * DCBS; FLOWERS Chiqui L * DCBS; CRONEN Elizabeth M * DCBS; MORTER Michael H * DCBS;

joel.c.metlen@state.or.us; THIAS Stacey * DCBS; ISENHART Ellie M * DCBS; COVEN Amy N * DCBS; dcbs.admin@govdelivery.com;
WALLACE Micheil G * DCBS; Ashley.J.Russell@oregon.gov; VANGRUNSVEN Angela M * DCBS

Subject: Courtesy Copy: Agent Newsletter
Date: Tuesday, November 14, 2017 3:15:07 PM

This is a courtesy copy of an email bulletin sent by Micheil Wallace.

This bulletin was sent to the following groups of people:

Subscribers of Oregon Health Insurance Marketplace Agents (2041 recipients)

Oregon Health Insurance
Marketplace

Agent Newsletter
HealthCare.gov Failure to Reconcile notices being mailed out

This week, a Failure to Reconcile (FTR) notice is being mailed to consumers who received
advance payments of the premium tax credit (APTC) for plan year 2016 Marketplace
coverage, but who have not yet filed their taxes for 2016 or didn’t reconcile their
premium tax credit when filing taxes for 2016. Consumers that do not file their taxes for
2016 or reconcile their premium tax credits may lose financial help for 2018 coverage.

Consumers applying for financial assistance for Marketplace coverage for plan year 2018,
including APTC, who have recently filed and reconciled can make an attestation on the
current application, that they recently filed taxes and reconciled their premium tax credit on
their tax return for any past years.

Please remind clients to file and reconcile their taxes if they have not done so already. You
can find resources to help them reconcile here.

Providence changes to premium payment options

Due to a change in banking vendors, Providence had to change how they were linked to
HealthCare.gov and consumers are no longer able to make a direct payment at time of plan
selection. Consumers will be sent an offer letter that includes information about the types of
payments accepted by Providence, such as check, credit card or debit card. The offer letter is
generally sent within two days of the HealthCare.gov transaction being processed and
consumers will have until January 1, 2018 or 14 days from the date of the offer letter
(whichever is later) to make their initial payment to Providence.

HealthCare.gov Issues

Please alert us daily to any issues you are experiencing with Healthcare.gov. Please send
information to agents.marketplace@oregon.gov and use "Healthcare.gov Issues" in the
subject line of your email.
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VANGRUNSVEN Angela M * DCBS

From: Oregon Department of Consumer and Business Services 
<ordcbs@public.govdelivery.com>

Sent: Tuesday, October 31, 2017 12:41 PM
To: PETERSON Mark * DCBS; FLOWERS Chiqui L * DCBS; MORTER Michael H * DCBS; 

joel.c.metlen@state.or.us; THIAS Stacey * DCBS; ISENHART Ellie M * DCBS; COVEN Amy 
N * DCBS; CRONEN Elizabeth M * DCBS; dcbs.admin@govdelivery.com; WALLACE 
Micheil G * DCBS; Ashley.J.Russell@oregon.gov; VANGRUNSVEN Angela M * DCBS

Subject: Courtesy Copy: Agent Newsletter

This is a courtesy copy of an email bulletin sent by Micheil Wallace. 

This bulletin was sent to the following groups of people: 

Subscribers of Oregon Health Insurance Marketplace Agents (2037 recipients)  

Oregon Health Insurance 
Marketplace 

Agent Newsletter 
Training for new HealthCare.gov Help On Demand feature is now available 

Help On Demand is a real-time referral service that instantly connects consumers with 
agents and brokers who can help them select a plan and enroll in coverage. The service is 
powered by BigWave Systems, which has significant experience with insurance exchanges 
and carriers. The service (much like Uber for agents/brokers) is intuitive and easy to use, 
and is powered by a patent pending technology that matches the consumer and 
agent/broker on proximity, language preference, and most importantly availability of the 
agent/broker to respond "on demand."  

As a division, we had given serious consideration to bringing this technology to Oregonians 
and are excited that this will now be available through HealthCare.gov. Help On Demand 
has proven to be a valuable service for other health insurance exchanges. Connect for 
Health Colorado has used this service for three years and Covered California for two years, 
matching consumer needs with agent and broker availability. 

With Help On Demand: 

• Consumers can connect instantly with agents and brokers. Consumers who 
request assistance through Help On Demand are matched with an agent or broker 
who accepts their referral in less than 15 minutes.  

• Agents and brokers can maintain a flexible schedule. Agents and brokers can 
set standard operating hours on Help On Demand, or sign on whenever they are 
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available to help consumers – 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.  

• Agents and brokers can avoid unnecessary costs. Unlike other industry 
services, Help On Demand referrals are provided to consumers and agents and 
brokers at no cost.  

Accessing Help On Demand 

To register for Help On Demand, you must have completed Marketplace registration 
and training for plan year 2018. If you haven’t done so already, complete registration and 
training today.  

Once you’ve completed Marketplace registration and training, you will be provided with a 
link to complete the required self-paced Help On Demand training. Once you complete the 
training, certify your completion by providing your name, email address, and National 
Producer Number (NPN) at the end of the training. 

After completing Help On Demand training, you will receive a secure link from BigWave 
Systems to activate your account and complete your profile so you’re ready to begin 
receiving referrals from consumers in real time starting November 1.  

Learn more here. 

Have questions about Help On Demand? Contact the Agent/Broker Email Help Desk, 
Monday through Friday from 8:00 AM to 6:00 PM Eastern Time (ET) at FFMProducer-
AssisterHelpDesk@cms.hhs.gov. 

Right-click 
here to  
download 
pictures.  To  
help protect 
your privacy, 
Outlo ok 
prevented 
auto matic  
download of 
this pictu re  
from the  
In ternet. 

Right-click here to download pictures.  To help protect your privacy, Outlook 
prevented au tomatic download  of this picture from the Internet.
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• Consumers can connect instantly with agents and brokers. Consumers who 
request assistance through Help On Demand are matched with an agent or broker 
who accepts their referral in less than 15 minutes. 

•	 Agents	and	brokers	can	maintain	a	flexible	schedule. Agents and brokers can 
set standard operating hours on Help On Demand, or sign on whenever they are 
available to help consumers – 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. 

• Agents and brokers can avoid unnecessary costs. Unlike other industry 
services, Help On Demand referrals are provided to consumers and agents and 
brokers at no cost. 

From: Oregon Department of Consumer and Business Services
To: PETERSON Mark * DCBS; FLOWERS Chiqui L * DCBS; MORTER Michael H * DCBS; joel.c.metlen@state.or.us; THIAS Stacey *

DCBS; ISENHART Ellie M * DCBS; COVEN Amy N * DCBS; CRONEN Elizabeth M * DCBS; dcbs.admin@govdelivery.com; WALLACE
Micheil G * DCBS; Ashley.J.Russell@oregon.gov; VANGRUNSVEN Angela M * DCBS

Subject: Courtesy Copy: Agent Newsletter
Date: Friday, October 27, 2017 2:33:05 PM

This is a courtesy copy of an email bulletin sent by Micheil Wallace.

This bulletin was sent to the following groups of people:

Subscribers of Oregon Health Insurance Marketplace Agents (2040 recipients)

Oregon Health Insurance
Marketplace

Agent Newsletter
Window shopping is open on HealthCare.gov

The window shopping feature for plan year 2018 coverage is now live on HealthCare.gov .

Updated FPL "What am I likely eligible for?" chart

The FPL chart has been updated to reflect the updated federal poverty level that underpins
eligibility. The chart is available in the agent resource center on our website and can be found
here.
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Birth or adoption:

A consumer who already has a qualified health plan and gets a special enrollment
period to enroll a new baby or adopted child will generally be allowed to add the child
to their existing plan, but not shop for an entirely new plan. Alternatively, the parent
may choose any new plan for the child only.

As an exception, the family may move into a new silver-level plan if adding the child to
the family makes them newly eligible for cost-sharing reductions.

Other special enrollments:

Permanent move. People applying for a special enrollment period based on a
permanent move will have to show evidence of prior coverage during the previous 60
days. In the past, people had to only attest they had coverage in the previous 60 days.
Current Marketplace enrollees granted a special enrollment period will be permitted to
choose a new plan only in the same "metal tier" they already have.

Exceptional circumstances. HealthCare.gov will be stricter in evaluating applications
for "exceptional circumstances" special enrollment periods. Applicants seeking these
special enrollments will have to demonstrate that something truly exceptional
happened in their lives (such as an illness or a natural disaster) that prevented them
from enrolling during open enrollment. CMS will provide in the future more specific
guidance on this type of SEP.

Loss of Minimum Essential Coverage. HealthCare.gov will begin screening enrollees
who apply for this special enrollment period to ensure the enrollee was not recently
terminated from Marketplace coverage for failing to pay premiums.

Tribe members are exempt from the new SEP restrictions and will continue to have the right
to enrollment in any month of the year for any reason.

Consumers’ outstanding premium debt:

The regulation permits insurers to apply the premium payments made by a returning
enrollee to past-due premiums from the prior 12 months. This means that people who
were terminated from coverage for nonpayment of premiums in the previous 12
months and who still owe a premium for that time will be required to pay the previous
amounts plus one additional full month of premium to re-start coverage with the same
insurer. This rule applies to individual insurance companies as well as any parent,
subsidiary, or affiliated insurance companies.

The regulation allows states to set their own rules around this issue, and those rules
can vary from the description above. Oregon may choose to implement its own
approach to consumer and carrier rights when it comes to unpaid premiums, and we
will keep partners and stakeholders updated as that develops.
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From: Oregon Department of Consumer and Business Services
To: PETERSON Mark * DCBS; MORTER Michael H * DCBS; joel.c.metlen@state.or.us; THIAS Stacey * DCBS;

dcbs.admin@govdelivery.com; WALLACE Micheil G * DCBS; Ashley.J.Russell@oregon.gov; ISENHART Ellie M * DCBS
Subject: Courtesy Copy: Agent Newsletter
Date: Thursday, January 05, 2017 3:50:14 PM

This is a courtesy copy of an email bulletin sent by Micheil Wallace.

This bulletin was sent to the following groups of people:

Subscribers of Oregon Health Insurance Marketplace Agents (2013 recipients)

Oregon Health Insurance
Marketplace

Agent Newsletter
2017 Auto-Enrollment Issue - Updated

Affected consumers who actively selected a 2017 plan between Dec. 20 and Dec. 31,
expecting the new plan to replace the Marketplace-chosen and auto-enrolled plan, will retain
the auto-enrolled plan until Feb. 1, unless they take steps to remove it sooner (see FAQs for
more information and next steps).

Consumers who actively selected a plan between Dec. 20 and Dec. 31 will receive the
coverage they chose, but they must contact HealthCare.gov directly to get a Jan. 1 start date
on the plan. Otherwise, the actively selected plan will start Feb. 1 (see FAQs for next steps).

Updated FAQ:  I actively selected a new plan for 2017, but I’ve learned that it won’t begin until
Feb. 1. What happened and how can I fix it?

You can receive something called a "special enrollment period due to loss of minimum
essential coverage," allowing a start date of Jan 1 on the plan you chose. Call the
HealthCare.gov call center and request this, explaining that your 2016 insurance company no
longer serves your area. You may have received the Feb. 1 start date on the new plan if you
actively selected it on or after Dec. 20, 2016.

Updated 2017 auto-enrollment FAQs are available here
http://healthcare.oregon.gov/Documents/2017-auto-enrollment-FAQs.pdf

2017 Crosswalk Information

Crosswalk information for discontinued plans is available here
http://healthcare.oregon.gov/Documents/2017-exiting-carriers.xlsx

Open Enrollment Update

Strong enrollment numbers continue through the first eight weeks of open enrollment; based
on data from CMS, a total of 148,978 Oregonians have enrolled thus far. With almost a month
to go, we have already topped the 147,109 total enrollments during open enrollment last year.

From: Oregon Department of Consumer and Business Services
To: PETERSON Mark * DCBS; MORTER Michael H * DCBS; joel.c.metlen@state.or.us; THIAS Stacey * DCBS;

dcbs.admin@govdelivery.com; WALLACE Micheil G * DCBS; Ashley.J.Russell@oregon.gov; ISENHART Ellie M * DCBS
Subject: Courtesy Copy: Agent Newsletter
Date: Thursday, January 05, 2017 3:50:14 PM

This is a courtesy copy of an email bulletin sent by Micheil Wallace.

This bulletin was sent to the following groups of people:

Subscribers of Oregon Health Insurance Marketplace Agents (2013 recipients)

Oregon Health Insurance
Marketplace

Agent Newsletter
2017 Auto-Enrollment Issue - Updated

Affected consumers who actively selected a 2017 plan between Dec. 20 and Dec. 31,
expecting the new plan to replace the Marketplace-chosen and auto-enrolled plan, will retain
the auto-enrolled plan until Feb. 1, unless they take steps to remove it sooner (see FAQs for
more information and next steps).

Consumers who actively selected a plan between Dec. 20 and Dec. 31 will receive the
coverage they chose, but they must contact HealthCare.gov directly to get a Jan. 1 start date
on the plan. Otherwise, the actively selected plan will start Feb. 1 (see FAQs for next steps).

Updated FAQ:  I actively selected a new plan for 2017, but I’ve learned that it won’t begin until
Feb. 1. What happened and how can I fix it?

You can receive something called a "special enrollment period due to loss of minimum
essential coverage," allowing a start date of Jan 1 on the plan you chose. Call the
HealthCare.gov call center and request this, explaining that your 2016 insurance company no
longer serves your area. You may have received the Feb. 1 start date on the new plan if you
actively selected it on or after Dec. 20, 2016.

Updated 2017 auto-enrollment FAQs are available here
http://healthcare.oregon.gov/Documents/2017-auto-enrollment-FAQs.pdf

2017 Crosswalk Information

Crosswalk information for discontinued plans is available here
http://healthcare.oregon.gov/Documents/2017-exiting-carriers.xlsx

Open Enrollment Update

Strong enrollment numbers continue through the first eight weeks of open enrollment; based
on data from CMS, a total of 148,978 Oregonians have enrolled thus far. With almost a month
to go, we have already topped the 147,109 total enrollments during open enrollment last year.

From: Oregon Department of Consumer and Business Services
To: MORTER Michael H * DCBS; GARCIA Victor A * DCBS; joel.c.metlen@state.or.us; THIAS Stacey * DCBS;

dcbs.admin@govdelivery.com; PETERSON Mark * DCBS; RUSSELL Ashley J * DCBS; WALLACE Micheil G * DCBS
Subject: Courtesy Copy: Agent Newsletter
Date: Friday, November 04, 2016 9:54:44 AM

This is a courtesy copy of an email bulletin sent by Micheil Wallace.

This bulletin was sent to the following groups of people:

Subscribers of Oregon Health Insurance Marketplace, Oregon Health Insurance Marketplace Administrative
Rules, or Oregon Health Insurance Marketplace Agents, (2109 recipients)

Oregon Health Insurance
Marketplace

Agent Newsletter
Important Update from CMS

CMS released the communication plan for consumers that will be auto-enrolled into new
coverage for 2017. CMS states they will be making multiple calls to consumers with plans
discontinuing in 2017. Bulletin available at http://healthcare.oregon.gov/Documents/cms-
093016.pdf

If a consumer’s plan and carrier is exiting the market in 2017, that individual will likely be
automatically enrolled in a new plan for 2017 if that consumer does not actively re-enroll by
December 15, 2016.  There are two ways a consumer will not be auto renewed: 1) the
consumer actively enrolls in a 2017 plan; or 2) the consumer logs onto HC.gov and goes
through the process outlined here https://www.healthcare.gov/keep-or-change-
plan/automatically-enrolled/ and chooses to prevent the auto re-enrollment. Consumers
within service areas now discontinued by Moda and PacifSource will not be automatically
enrolled in a new plan for 2017.

CMS Dedicated line for Agents/Brokers

The FFM now has a dedicated line for Agents/Brokers who have completed there 2017
Marketplace registration. This line is being provided for client casework assistance and not
training or registration. The new designated line is 855-788-6275.

Medicare 2017 plans

The 2017 Oregon Guide to Medicare Insurance Plans is now available. This can be found
online at http://www.oregon.gov/DCBS/shiba/Documents/2017-medicare-guide-web.pdf

HealthCare.gov Issues

Please alert us daily to any issues you are experiencing with Healthcare.gov.  Please send
information to agents.marketplace@oregon.gov and use “Healthcare.gov Issues” in the
subject line of your email.
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The Oregon Health Insurance Marketplace Advisory Committee provides guidance and 
feedback to the Oregon Department of Consumer and Business Services about issues 
affecting Oregon’s health insurance marketplace such as outreach, customer feedback, 
and insurance plan affordability. 

The committee will meet on June 9, 2016 in Eugene. Topics will include a discussion about 
the Small Business Health Options Program (SHOP) and an update on the progress of the 
COFA premium assistance program. For information about the committee and to view 
meeting materials, visit http://www.oregonhealthcare.gov/him-committee.html 

COFA Premium Assistance Program 

The COFA premium assistance program will provide financial assistance to low-income 
citizens of the island nations in the Compact of Free Association (COFA) who are residing 
in Oregon to purchase health insurance through the Marketplace and to pay out-of pocket 
costs associated with the coverage. 

DCBS has convened an advisory committee to advise the department in the development, 
implementation, and operation of the program. In May, the committee reviewed a high level 
plan for outreach and education for the program and came to consensus on how to handle 
premium payments. The committee’s next meeting will be on June 29, 2016. The meeting 
will serve as a rulemaking hearing for the program’s proposed administrative rules. 

On May 20, 2016, DCBS released an RFGP for a community partner to perform outreach 
and education for the program. The grantee will conduct multifaceted and multicultural 
outreach activities that will inform local COFA communities of their health coverage options 
and enroll them in a Program plan that best fits their needs. Outreach activities will include, 
but are not limited to, community meetings, enrollment events, email outreach, phone calls 
and social media outreach. Proposals were due June 10, 2016, and DCBS expects to 
complete the evaluation and selection process in July. 

DCBS also plans to use “program ambassadors” to help spread awareness about the 
program. Program ambassadors will be grassroots volunteers who are active and influential 
COFA community members.  

For more information on the COFA program and, please visit 
http://www.oregonhealthcare.gov/cofa-pap-committee.html.  
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From: Oregon Department of Consumer and Business Services
To: PETERSON Mark * DCBS; MORTER Michael H * DCBS; joel.c.metlen@state.or.us; THIAS Stacey * DCBS;

dcbs.admin@govdelivery.com; WALLACE Micheil G * DCBS; Ashley.J.Russell@oregon.gov; ISENHART Ellie M * DCBS
Subject: Courtesy Copy: Agent Newsletter
Date: Thursday, January 05, 2017 3:50:14 PM

This is a courtesy copy of an email bulletin sent by Micheil Wallace.

This bulletin was sent to the following groups of people:

Subscribers of Oregon Health Insurance Marketplace Agents (2013 recipients)

Oregon Health Insurance
Marketplace

Agent Newsletter
2017 Auto-Enrollment Issue - Updated

Affected consumers who actively selected a 2017 plan between Dec. 20 and Dec. 31,
expecting the new plan to replace the Marketplace-chosen and auto-enrolled plan, will retain
the auto-enrolled plan until Feb. 1, unless they take steps to remove it sooner (see FAQs for
more information and next steps).

Consumers who actively selected a plan between Dec. 20 and Dec. 31 will receive the
coverage they chose, but they must contact HealthCare.gov directly to get a Jan. 1 start date
on the plan. Otherwise, the actively selected plan will start Feb. 1 (see FAQs for next steps).

Updated FAQ:  I actively selected a new plan for 2017, but I’ve learned that it won’t begin until
Feb. 1. What happened and how can I fix it?

You can receive something called a "special enrollment period due to loss of minimum
essential coverage," allowing a start date of Jan 1 on the plan you chose. Call the
HealthCare.gov call center and request this, explaining that your 2016 insurance company no
longer serves your area. You may have received the Feb. 1 start date on the new plan if you
actively selected it on or after Dec. 20, 2016.

Updated 2017 auto-enrollment FAQs are available here
http://healthcare.oregon.gov/Documents/2017-auto-enrollment-FAQs.pdf

2017 Crosswalk Information

Crosswalk information for discontinued plans is available here
http://healthcare.oregon.gov/Documents/2017-exiting-carriers.xlsx

Open Enrollment Update

Strong enrollment numbers continue through the first eight weeks of open enrollment; based
on data from CMS, a total of 148,978 Oregonians have enrolled thus far. With almost a month
to go, we have already topped the 147,109 total enrollments during open enrollment last year.

From: Oregon Department of Consumer and Business Services
To: PETERSON Mark * DCBS; MORTER Michael H * DCBS; joel.c.metlen@state.or.us; THIAS Stacey * DCBS;

dcbs.admin@govdelivery.com; WALLACE Micheil G * DCBS; Ashley.J.Russell@oregon.gov; ISENHART Ellie M * DCBS
Subject: Courtesy Copy: Agent Newsletter
Date: Thursday, January 05, 2017 3:50:14 PM

This is a courtesy copy of an email bulletin sent by Micheil Wallace.

This bulletin was sent to the following groups of people:

Subscribers of Oregon Health Insurance Marketplace Agents (2013 recipients)

Oregon Health Insurance
Marketplace

Agent Newsletter
2017 Auto-Enrollment Issue - Updated

Affected consumers who actively selected a 2017 plan between Dec. 20 and Dec. 31,
expecting the new plan to replace the Marketplace-chosen and auto-enrolled plan, will retain
the auto-enrolled plan until Feb. 1, unless they take steps to remove it sooner (see FAQs for
more information and next steps).

Consumers who actively selected a plan between Dec. 20 and Dec. 31 will receive the
coverage they chose, but they must contact HealthCare.gov directly to get a Jan. 1 start date
on the plan. Otherwise, the actively selected plan will start Feb. 1 (see FAQs for next steps).

Updated FAQ:  I actively selected a new plan for 2017, but I’ve learned that it won’t begin until
Feb. 1. What happened and how can I fix it?

You can receive something called a "special enrollment period due to loss of minimum
essential coverage," allowing a start date of Jan 1 on the plan you chose. Call the
HealthCare.gov call center and request this, explaining that your 2016 insurance company no
longer serves your area. You may have received the Feb. 1 start date on the new plan if you
actively selected it on or after Dec. 20, 2016.

Updated 2017 auto-enrollment FAQs are available here
http://healthcare.oregon.gov/Documents/2017-auto-enrollment-FAQs.pdf

2017 Crosswalk Information

Crosswalk information for discontinued plans is available here
http://healthcare.oregon.gov/Documents/2017-exiting-carriers.xlsx

Open Enrollment Update

Strong enrollment numbers continue through the first eight weeks of open enrollment; based
on data from CMS, a total of 148,978 Oregonians have enrolled thus far. With almost a month
to go, we have already topped the 147,109 total enrollments during open enrollment last year.
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This bulletin was sent to the following groups of people:

Subscribers of Oregon Health Insurance Marketplace, Oregon Health Insurance Marketplace Administrative
Rules, or Oregon Health Insurance Marketplace Agents, (2109 recipients)

Oregon Health Insurance
Marketplace

Agent Newsletter
Important Update from CMS

CMS released the communication plan for consumers that will be auto-enrolled into new
coverage for 2017. CMS states they will be making multiple calls to consumers with plans
discontinuing in 2017. Bulletin available at http://healthcare.oregon.gov/Documents/cms-
093016.pdf

If a consumer’s plan and carrier is exiting the market in 2017, that individual will likely be
automatically enrolled in a new plan for 2017 if that consumer does not actively re-enroll by
December 15, 2016.  There are two ways a consumer will not be auto renewed: 1) the
consumer actively enrolls in a 2017 plan; or 2) the consumer logs onto HC.gov and goes
through the process outlined here https://www.healthcare.gov/keep-or-change-
plan/automatically-enrolled/ and chooses to prevent the auto re-enrollment. Consumers
within service areas now discontinued by Moda and PacifSource will not be automatically
enrolled in a new plan for 2017.

CMS Dedicated line for Agents/Brokers

The FFM now has a dedicated line for Agents/Brokers who have completed there 2017
Marketplace registration. This line is being provided for client casework assistance and not
training or registration. The new designated line is 855-788-6275.

Medicare 2017 plans

The 2017 Oregon Guide to Medicare Insurance Plans is now available. This can be found
online at http://www.oregon.gov/DCBS/shiba/Documents/2017-medicare-guide-web.pdf

HealthCare.gov Issues

Please alert us daily to any issues you are experiencing with Healthcare.gov.  Please send
information to agents.marketplace@oregon.gov and use “Healthcare.gov Issues” in the
subject line of your email.
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The Oregon Health Insurance Marketplace Advisory Committee provides guidance and 
feedback to the Oregon Department of Consumer and Business Services about issues 
affecting Oregon’s health insurance marketplace such as outreach, customer feedback, 
and insurance plan affordability. 

The committee will meet on June 9, 2016 in Eugene. Topics will include a discussion about 
the Small Business Health Options Program (SHOP) and an update on the progress of the 
COFA premium assistance program. For information about the committee and to view 
meeting materials, visit http://www.oregonhealthcare.gov/him-committee.html 

COFA Premium Assistance Program 

The COFA premium assistance program will provide financial assistance to low-income 
citizens of the island nations in the Compact of Free Association (COFA) who are residing 
in Oregon to purchase health insurance through the Marketplace and to pay out-of pocket 
costs associated with the coverage. 

DCBS has convened an advisory committee to advise the department in the development, 
implementation, and operation of the program. In May, the committee reviewed a high level 
plan for outreach and education for the program and came to consensus on how to handle 
premium payments. The committee’s next meeting will be on June 29, 2016. The meeting 
will serve as a rulemaking hearing for the program’s proposed administrative rules. 

On May 20, 2016, DCBS released an RFGP for a community partner to perform outreach 
and education for the program. The grantee will conduct multifaceted and multicultural 
outreach activities that will inform local COFA communities of their health coverage options 
and enroll them in a Program plan that best fits their needs. Outreach activities will include, 
but are not limited to, community meetings, enrollment events, email outreach, phone calls 
and social media outreach. Proposals were due June 10, 2016, and DCBS expects to 
complete the evaluation and selection process in July. 

DCBS also plans to use “program ambassadors” to help spread awareness about the 
program. Program ambassadors will be grassroots volunteers who are active and influential 
COFA community members.  

For more information on the COFA program and, please visit 
http://www.oregonhealthcare.gov/cofa-pap-committee.html.  
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